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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a novel approach to visual salience detection
via Neural Response Divergence (NeRD) is proposed, where
synaptic portions of deep neural networks, previously trained
for complex object recognition, are leveraged to compute
low level cues that can be used to compute image region
distinctiveness. Based on this concept , an efficient visual
salience detection framework is proposed using deep convo-
lutional StochasticNets. Experimental results using CSSD
and MSRA10k natural image datasets show that the pro-
posed NeRD approach can achieve improved performance
when compared to state-of-the-art image saliency approaches,
while the attaining low computational complexity necessary
for near-real-time computer vision applications.
Index Terms— Neural Response Distinctiveness, NeRD,
Saliency Detection, Deep Learning, StochasticNet
1. INTRODUCTION
Salient object detection has seen significant attention in recent
literature [1, 2, 3, 4]. Visual saliency detection, for salient ob-
ject detection, aims to mimic the human visual system when
identifying and segmenting the most salient objects in natural
images or videos.
Saliency detection/assessment can be formulated as unsu-
pervised [1, 2, 5, 6] or supervised [7, 8, 3, 4, 9]. Supervised
algorithms attempt to train classifiers to directly detect salient
objects, modeling the background [9] or taking advantage of
spatial constraints [8, 10]. Recently, motivated by the success
of deep learning [11], the salience detection problem has been
formulated as a learning task for a deep neural network to find
the salient object in an image [3, 4].
However, saliency detection is mostly an unsupervised
task in the human brain and a person does not explicitly learn
how to identify salient object in an image. As a result the un-
supervised approaches are of more interest due its consistency
with nature. The most common approach here is to hand-craft
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image distinctiveness features inspired by the human visual
system [12, 13, 14]. However, these image feature are local
features capable of identifying local salient points in images
and are not suitable for identifying salient objects in images,
which requires more global image level features. Then to ob-
tain salient object, these hand-crafted local features are com-
bined into global cues [7, 15, 16].
Hand crafted features identify local points of interest such
as corners and edges, however they are crafted by our inter-
pretation of the human visual system. We argue that these
features are developed by the human visual system when peo-
ple learn complex tasks such as object recognition. Later,
these same low level features learned for object recognition
are used to identify salient objects in images. As such, we
present Neural Response Divergence (NeRD) which utilizes
the neural responses, learned for the object recognition task,
as features for identifying salient objects in natural images.
Neural Response Divergence (NeRD) is provided in an
unsupervised structure-based saliency detection [15] frame-
work to assign higher saliency value to the regions belongs
to salient object in the image. The synaptic weights of re-
ceptive fields in the proposed NeRD approach are provided
by pre-trained convolutional neural networks which make the
proposed algorithm independent from any saliency specific
training procedure.
Saliency algorithms are quite often used as a pre-processing
step for other computer vision algorithms, as such they re-
quire low computational complexity. In order to reduce the
computational complexity of the convolutional neural net-
works, we make use of StochasticNets [17] which use random
graph theory to obtain deep neural networks that are sparsely
connected. Using this sparse connectivity, the NeRD frame-
work can identify salient objects with lower computational
complexity than conventional convolutional neural networks.
2. METHODOLOGY
The proposed approach to assessing visual salience is de-
scribed in detail as follows. First, the underlying motivation
and concept behind Neural Response Divergence (NeRD)
is explained. Second, an efficient visual salience detection
framework using deep convolutional StochasticNets [17] is
presented in detail.
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2.1. Neural Response Divergence
The proposed approach to salient region detection in images
takes inspiration from the way the human brain learns to as-
sess salience based on visual stimuli. Visual salience assess-
ment is a major attentional mechanism of the human brain,
as it is very important to be able to rapidly identify preda-
tor, prey, food, and other objects necessary for survival in
visually complex, cluttered environments. As such, visual
salience assessment has evolved into an unconscious, reac-
tionary mechanism which allows the brain to localize regions
of interest spontaneously such that limited cognitive resources
can be focused on complex object recognition in such regions
of interest. While the primitive part of visual salience in the
human brain is purely reactionary and developed as part of
the evolutionary process, the more experiential part of visual
salience can be also be attained through training. It is this
memory-dependent, experiential aspect of visual salience in
the human brain that is particularly interesting, as human be-
ings are not trained in a direct, binary fashion to determine
whether an object is salient or not. On the contrary, the im-
proved ability to detect contextually-relevant salient objects
through visual stimuli over time is an indirect consequence of
the human brain being trained for complex object recognition
within a given environment. For example, numerical symbols
can become salient as a consequence of a child directly learn-
ing to recognize numbers. In essence, this experiential part of
visual salience in the human brain can be viewed as an unsu-
pervised process that leverages knowledge acquired through
supervised training in the complex object domain.
As such, we are inspired to adopt this indirect visual
salience learning phenomena of the human brain to develop
a new unsupervised approach to visual salience detection by
leveraging synaptic portions of deep neural networks that
have been directly trained for complex object recognition.
More specifically, the proposed approach leverages the first
synaptic layer of a deep neural network, which has been
demonstrated to model primitive, low-level representations
of complex data. In the context of visual stimuli, the first
synaptic layer of a deep neural network trained for complex
object recognition shows strong neural response to low-level,
highly discriminative structural and textural characteristics of
visual stimuli, which makes it well-suited for discriminating
between different objects in a scene, or in our case between
salient objects and non-salient background clutter. As such,
based on the neural responses for the entire scene attained
using this first synaptic layer of a deep neural network, the
proposed method then quantifies the distinctiveness of partic-
ular neural responses relative to other neural responses in the
scene to assess how well these responses stand out, which is
indicative of how visually salient they are within the scene.
One of the main benefits of the proposed Neural Response
Divergence (NeRD) approach to assessing visual salience is
that one can take significant advantage of the wealth of train-
ing data as well as rapid advances in deep neural networks in
the realm of complex object recognition to greatly improve
visual salience detection performance over time. A further
benefit is that, by sharing cognitive resources with a deep neu-
ral network trained for complex object recognition, one can
form a unified framework that can identify regions of interest
as well as perform object recognition on these regions in an
efficient manner.
2.2. Visual Salience Detection Framework
Based on the concept of NeRD, we now present an efficient
visual salience detection framework designed specifically for
the low computational complexity necessary for near-real-
time computer vision applications. First, the first synaptic
layer of a deep convolutional StochasticNet [17] that was
previously trained for complex object recognition is used
to obtain neural responses fk at each pixel k of the image.
Second, a sparse neural response model composed of a set of
representative neural response atoms ti is constructed based
on the pixel-level neural responses, and the pair-wise neural
response distinctiveness is computed between each pair of
atoms in the sparse model. Finally, the visual salience of each
pixel αk is then computed based on the conditional expec-
tation of pairwise neural response distinctiveness given the
atom that the pixel belongs to. Each of these steps is designed
with computational efficiency in mind and are described in
detail below.
2.2.1. Neural Response Extraction via StochasticNets
One of the biggest obstacles to this neural response extrac-
tion process is the high computational complexity associated
with popular deep neural networks such as deep convolutional
networks [18] and deep belief networks [19]. In order to at-
tain low computational complexity, the proposed framework
utilizes the concept of StochasticNets [17, 20], where ran-
dom graph theory is leveraged to stochastically form the neu-
ral connectivity of deep neural networks such that the result-
ing deep neural networks are highly sparsely connected yet
maintain the modeling capabilities of traditional densely con-
nected deep neural networks. Figure 1 demonstrates the flow-
diagram of the NeRD framework for extracting the neural re-
sponse divergence and computing the image salience map.
In the proposed framework, a deep convolutional Stochas-
ticNet based the AlexNet [21] network architecture trained
using the ImageNet dataset but with only 25% neural con-
nectivity is constructed, with the neural responses of its first
processing block (i.e., the combination of convolutional layer,
rectifier, normalization and the pooling layer) used for com-
puting neural response divergence in the second step. The
utilization of such a sparsely-connected deep convolutional
StochasticNet architecture fa leads to significantly reduced
computational complexity, compared to state-of-the-art unsu-
pervised visual salience methods.
2.2.2. Pair-wise Neural Response Divergence using Sparse
Neural Response Modeling
The extracted neural responses for pixel k encoded by fk is
obtained as distinctive features to construct the set of repre-
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Fig. 1. Salience assessment based on the NeRD framework. The neural response divergence is extracted based on the
StochasticNet approach and the features are utilized to compute the saliency map for the input image. The neural response
divergence feature fk has the same size as the number of receptive fields {R1, R2, ..., Rl}in the processing block.
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Fig. 2. Precision and recall rates for all tested approaches based on CSSD [7] and MSRA10k [22]. Our approaches (C-NeRD,
NeRD(75) NeRD(25)) outperform other state-of-the-art algorithms in both CSSD and MSRA10k datasets.
sentative neural response atoms. The number of distinctive
features |fk| = l is equal to the number of stochastic recep-
tive fields l in the processing block.
To preserve the structural characteristic of the input im-
age, the image is decomposed into a set of image elements
E = {ei}mi=1 where the elements ei and ej are decomposed in
a way that local boundaries and fine structures are located in
the ridge of two elements. The SLIC superpixel approach [23]
is incorporated to find the set of elements E to preserved the
mentioned property.
Given image Iw×h and generated distinctive features
F =
{
fk
}w×h
k=1
, the atom neural response T is constructed
based on the elements E . A simple element-wise averag-
ing is utilized to compute the atom neural response ti ∈ T
corresponding to element ei:
ti =
1
z
∑
k∈ei
fk (1)
where z = |ei| is a normalization, the number of pixels be-
longing to element ei. Obtaining the atom neural response
makes the computational complexity much cheaper since the
number of elements in |T | = m and m w × h.
However to make the model more sparse, the similar atom
neural responses are combined and represented as a single
atom neural response tˆi by applying clustering. A k-means
clustering algorithm is applied to T , generating the sparse set
of atom neural responses Tˆ , where |Tˆ |  |T |. Each element
tˆi ∈ Tˆ represents the distinctive features regarding a subset of
{ei|ei ∈ E}. To this end the subset of ei’s which are encoded
by the sparse neural atom response tˆi is represented by si.
The relations between atoms are represented by a statis-
tical model to evaluate their pair-wise neural response diver-
gence given the input image, with the pair-wise response of
tˆi and tˆj is modeled by P (tˆi|tˆj). This conditional probability
encodes how probable it is to reconstruct atom tˆi given atom
tˆj . P (tˆi|tˆj) can be utilized to evaluate the pair-wise neural
response divergence of sparse nodes i regarding node j:
βij =1− P (tˆi|tˆj) (2)
P (tˆi|tˆj) = exp
( |tˆi − tˆj |
σ2
)
where P (·) formulates the statistical relation a normal distri-
bution with control parameter σ.
2.2.3. Salience Assessment
The saliency value of region si in image I is formulated as
the weighted combination of all pairwise salience values βij
based on the size of neighbor region sj . A hierarchical ap-
proach is taken in to account to preserve the object boundaries
more accurately and to result a better saliency map:
αi =
∑
Ei∈E¯
∑
j∈Tˆ ,i6=j
|sj | · βij (3)
where |sj | represents the size of sparse atom j. The salience
value αi of region si is propagated to all pixels in region si
which creates the saliency map. Following [15], the saliency
map corresponding to different numbers of image elements
are aggregated in a hierarchical procedure to preserve fine and
coarse image structures while computing the salience value
for each region. In contrast to [15], which uses 11 hierar-
chical layers of {250, · · · , 500} atoms where the interval be-
tween each two layers is 25 and PCA for dimensionality re-
duction, NeRD performs well without PCA and only 5 layers
of {5, · · · , 85} atoms with 20 as interval. The parameters
Image GT C-NeRD NeRD(75) NeRD(25) SGTD [15] SF[5] HC [16] SM [24] CA [25]
Fig. 3. Visual comparison of the proposed NeRD with state-of-the-art salience detection approaches. For these images, NeRD
consistently exceeds saliency performance when visually compared to other unsupervised saliency detection algorithms.
Table 1. Area under the curve (AUC), running time, and per-
formance improvement. The proposed NeRD algorithm im-
proves the salience computation by more than 64% while out-
performing SGTD [15] in terms of AUC.
SGTD C-NeRD NeRD(75) NeRD(25)
AUC–CSSD 0.7784 0.8124 0.8141 0.8087
AUC–MSRA10k 0.8325 0.8404 0.8424 0.8341
Running Time (s) 2.8856 1.2512 1.1589 1.0823
Improvement 0 56.64% 59.84% 62.49%
are optimized based on empirical cross validation. As a re-
sult NeRD can provide better performance with a much lower
computational cost.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed NeRD approach is eval-
uated based on two well-known datasets, complex scene
saliency dataset (CSSD) [7] and MSRA10k [16] containing
200 and 10000 images respectively. NeRD is also compared
with several state-of-the-arts unsupervised salience detection
methods including SGTD [15], SF [5], HC [16], SM [24],
and CA [25] to demonstrate the improvement of the proposed
method against hand-crafted feature approaches.
As explained in the previous section the synaptic connec-
tivity percentage of the proposed NeRD here is 25% which
we name the method as NeRD(25). It means that just 25% of
synaptic connectivities in the processing block are selected
to extract NeRD features. It is worth to mention that the per-
centage of synaptic connectivity is user-defined factor and it
depends on the problem and the demanding speedup of com-
putational efficiency. To demonstrate the effect of synaptic
connectivity sparsity of NeRD on salience detection accu-
racy, NeRD(75) (i.e., with 75% of synaptic connectivities)
and a specific version of the proposed approach is designed
such that all synaptic connectivities are incorporated with
zero sparsity factor in the receptive fields which we name it
as conventional NeRD (C-NeRD).
Figure 2 shows precision-recall curve (PR-curve) for
both CSSD and MSRA10k datasets. As seen NeRD(25)
outperforms other unsupervised state-of-the art methods sig-
nificantly in CSSD dataset while it produce comparable re-
sults with SGTD[15] in MSRA10k. Reported results also
show that NeRD(25) perform as well as C-NeRD while it is
computationally more efficient compared to C-NeRD. The
StochaticNet receptive field was implemented in MatCon-
vNet [26] library. Also to have a fair comparison the salience
computation of NeRD was implemented in a same framework
as SGTD while it does not need PCA for feature reduction
and also the feature extraction part is a sparse convolution
operation which is very fast. Due to these facts, NeRD(25) is
much faster than SGTD [15] framework which is the best one
in the competing algorithms (see Table 1 for timing results).
Figure 3 demonstrates qualitative comparison of the pro-
posed methods and state-of-the-art algorithms. As seen,
NeRD assigns higher salience value to salient object while
results smoother saliency map compared to other state-of-
the-art approaches. The proposed method produces smoother
saliency map with closer value to one for salient object com-
pared to the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Table 1 reports the area under the curve (AUC) and run-
ning time of NeRD compared to SGTD [15] as the state-of-
the-are with the best performance. The reported results illus-
trate that the proposed approach outperforms other state-of-
the-art methods while improves the computational efficiency
by more than 62%.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Inspired by the human brain which takes advantage of cues
learned from other complex tasks such as object recognition
to detect salient object in images, we proposed neural re-
sponse divergence (NeRD) to extract distinctive feature to do
the salience computation. Motivated by StochasticNet frame-
work the sparse representation of synaptic connectivity were
provided to address the computational complexity. Results
illustrate that NeRD produces more accurate saliency maps
while maintains the computational efficiency compared to
state-of-the-art methods.
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